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The Department Of Mad Scientists
Children participate in the Mad Science Camp that was hosted by the Brattleboro Recreation & Parks Department at the Gibson Aiken Center third floor Gymnasium on Wednesday, July 21, 2021.
VIDEO: Mad Science Camp
DELOREAN's classic, yet unreliable car was nearly buried in history after Universal Pictures considered swapping the time-traveling vehicle in 'Back to the Future' for a Ford Mustang, an unearthed ...
Back to the Future's classic DeLorean nearly axed after Ford's eye-watering offer
July 22 (UPI) -- An angler on a South Carolina river felt a tug on the end of his line reeled in an iPhone that had been lost in the water eight months earlier. Jason Robinson said he was fishing ...
Mad Minute stories from Thursday, July 22nd
All samples collected were below the EPA recommended action level of 70 parts per trillion, said David Iacovone, the Air Force Civil Engineering Center's project manager.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base tests neighborhood wells for ‘forever chemicals’
Mississippi State Health Officer Dr. Thomas Dobbs raised the ire of many Mississippians last week when he called critics on social media “anti-science Nazis” and “excuse monkeys” in a Department of ...
After labeling critics “anti-science Nazis” and “excuse monkeys,” MSDH Dobbs apologizes for lack of decorum
Aptorum Group Limited (Nasdaq: APM, Euronext Paris: APM) (“Aptorum Group” or “Aptorum”), a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical ...
Aptorum Group Announces Further Positive Interim Results of the Phase 1 Clinical Trial of ALS-4 Targeting Staphylococcus aureus
REVIEW: This is such a ham-fisted insult to the memory of one of the great movies of the late 20th century that it left me feeling both sad and mad.
Clarice: TVNZ's Silence of the Lambs spin-off series truly a waste of your time
The mask debate has gone from “why isn’t everybody forced to wear them” to “how dare people keep wearing masks.” It’s ludicrous due to the fact some of the media pundits who were trying to hammer ...
To mask or not to mask, that is the question still raging today
The C.D.C. recommends indoor masking for the vaccinated, but only in some places.
A Confusing Message
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base recently sampled 22 private drinking water wells in nearby neighborhoods to determine the levels of a group of contaminants known as forever chemicals. The testing, ...
Wright-Patt tests neighborhood wells for 'forever chemicals'
Just because Pfizer wants to offer COVID-19 vaccine boosters doesn’t mean people will be lining up anytime soon -- U.S. and international health authorities say that for now, the fully vaccinated seem ...
EXPLAINER: Are we going to need COVID-19 booster shots?
U.S. health professionals felt helpless. The coronavirus had been identified but was poorly understood. Thousands were dying daily and ...
U.S. doctors frustrated by the millions who won't get vaccinated
Scholars build the structure of peace in the world.” Babylonian Talmud; Order Zera’im, Tractate Berakoth, IX Background of the Problem Back in the late 1960s, at Yale Law School and Princeton ...
Preventing Nuclear War: Legal Obligations for an Imperiled Planet
EasyJet said the reopening of travel in Europe and easing of restrictions for the fully vaccinated in the UK will drive a marked rebound in demand in its fourth quarter to September 30.
EasyJet increases flights to 60 per cent of pre-Covid levels with more services to amber list countries Spain, Greece, Portugal and Cyprus
Braganza worked with the Agriculture Department of Goa for 15 years as an agricultural officer and served as the Secretary of the Botanical Society of Goa (BSG) from 1996 to 2019, when he stepped down ...
Plant Man Miguel Braganza on how Konkan Fruit Fest preserves food biodiversity
Venatorx Pharmaceuticals today announced positive top line results for its Phase 1 single ascending dose (SAD) and multiple ascending dose (MAD) clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov ? NCT04243863) of ...
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Venatorx Pharmaceuticals Announces Positive Phase 1 Results for VNRX-7145
The World Series champion Los Angeles Dodgers neared a monster trade for ace Max Scherzer and All-Star shortstop Trea Turner of the Washington Nationals late Thursday night, a person close to the ...
AP source: Dodgers near megatrade for Nats’ Scherzer, Turner
U.S. health professionals felt helpless. The coronavirus had been identified but was poorly understood. Thousands were dying daily and the tools available -- ventilators, experimental therapies, ...
US doctors lose patience as they confront vaccine hesitancy
Researchers are trying to unravel why some COVID-19 survivors suffer “brain fog” and other problems that can last for months, and new findings suggest some worrisome overlaps with Alzheimer’s ...
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